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Yo kai watch strategy guide

Yo-Kai Watch Strategy Guide The YO-KAI WATCH Standard Edition Guide from Prima Games will help you explore the world, find and befriend Yo-kai, and create a team to combat other Yo-kai. Find a hidden Yo-kai: With the power of Yo-Kai Watch, find and make friends with over 200 hidden Yo-kai and call on their credentials when you need their help.
Critical skills and strengths: Each Yo-Kai has its own unique skills and strengths. Use strategy to assemble your team to solve various problems and combat Yo-kai hacking. Upgrade Strategies: Make your Yo-Kai Watch more powerful and upgrade yo-kai while playing through history. Defeat evil: Assemble the best team of six Yo-kai in your watch to defeat
evil and help people in need. Free mobile eGuide! Contains code to access eGuide, the digital version of the full strategy guide optimized for working on the second screen. Yo-Kai Watch eGuide $9.99 The whole strategy at hand: Fully optimized for the second screen experience. Enjoy all the contents of our print strategy guide in a handy, easy to use digital
companion. Searchable and sortable: all the contents of this eGuide are easily and quickly accessible. Find a hidden Yo-kai: With the power of Yo-Kai Watch, find and make friends with over 200 hidden Yo-kai and call on their credentials when you need their help. Critical skills and strengths: Each Yo-Kai has its own unique skills and strengths. Use strategy
to assemble your team to solve various problems and fight the blemisty Yo-kai.Upgrade Strategy: Make your Yo-Kai Watch more powerful and upgrade your Yo-kai while playing through history. Defeat evil: Assemble the best team of six Yo-kai in your watch to defeat evil and help people in need. ©LEVEL-5 Inc. Nintendo 3DS is a trademark of Nintendo. Yo-
KAI WATCH Standard Edition Guide from Prima Games will help you explore the world, find and make friends with Yo-Kai, and create a team to combat other Yo-kai. Find a hidden Yo-kai: With the power of Yo-Kai Watch, find and make friends with over 200 hidden Yo-kai and call on their credentials when you need their help. Critical skills and strengths:
Each Yo-Kai has its own unique skills and strengths. Use strategy to assemble your team to solve various problems and combat Yo-kai hacking. Upgrade Strategies: Make your Yo-Kai Watch more powerful and upgrade yo-kai while playing through history. Defeat evil: Assemble the best team of six Yo-kai in your watch to defeat evil and help people in need.
Free mobile eGuide! Contains code to access eGuide, the digital version of the full strategy guide optimized for working on the second screen. Yo-kai Watch (妖怪ウォッチ, Yōkai Wotchi?) — developed and published level-5 for Nintendo 3DS in Japan on July 11, 2013. Two manga adaptations were produced, and the anime series began broadcasting in
Japan with 2014. Level-5 announced that the game would be translated into English and released abroad. In the game, the player searches around Sakura New Town for Yo-kai using a 3DS touchscreen. The players befriend Yo-kai, giving them the food they like before the battle begins, and after defeating Yo-Kai he approaches the player's character and
gives him or her his Yo-Kai Medal, allowing him to invoke at his own expense. Yo-kai can also be purchased through the Gasha Machine game, collecting coins in the game or using Play Coins. Some Yo-kai are needed to complete the main quest of the game, and special rare Yo-kai are acquired through various subtasks. Yo-kai have the ability to evolve
into more powerful versions of themselves if they reach a certain level, or they can evolve by combining with specific items or other Yo-kai. Yo-kai are divided between six different classes, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. There's also the Yo-Kai Legend, which can only be obtained by collecting a certain set of Yo-kai listed in yo-kai's dictionary, a
compendium of another Yo-kai player confronted or befriended, as well as Yo-kai's Boss, who can't make friends. When a player encounters Yo-kai, he gets into a fight with him using six Yo-kai that the player has befriended before. The touch screen is used during fights to rotate among the yo-kai player in battle for will. It is also used either to clear the status
of influence on a Yo-kai player or to charge Yo-kai's special abilities. History[edit] Once, while searching for bugs in a forest in Sakura New Town, a boy named Keita Amano (or a girl named Fumika Kodama) came across a kind of capsule machine next to a sacred tree. When he opens one of the capsules, he brings out a Yo-kai (ghost or spirit) named
Whisper, which gives Katey a device known as the Yo-kai Watch. Using this, Keita is able to identify and see the various Yo-kai that haunt people and cause evil. Together, Keita and Whisper begin to make friends with all sorts of Yo-kai, which he can cause in battle against the more ill-thought-out Yo-kai, who happen to live in his city, chasing residents and
causing terrible trouble. I haven't gotten my copy of Yokai's Game yet since it was only released today in Europe (it should be along the way). So technically I got my guide before the game. My first impressions are that this is a terrific guide, visually. It has a beautiful layout and very colorful works of art that immediately fascinate you and fascinates you to
discover more. I've only revised my guide since I didn't want to spoil my experience of playing for the first time (I prefer to try to figure things out on my own and consult a guide when I'm stuck). But it looks pretty in-depth and comprehensive, which is what I appreciate in any guide. Especially I'm new to the franchise, I like being able to learn how to befriend
Yokai and all the little details you can't find anywhere on the net (unlike PokÃ©moon, for example). It provides a lot of information for newcomers like me franchise. For those of you who want to know what the guide covers:- Game Basics- Walkthrough History- Subtasks- Game Maps - Deeper into the Game (more advanced tips, strategies and information
about various aspects of the game, such as bosses, evolution, and so on)- Yokai Medallion (compendium of all Yokai with their attacks, statistics, photos, BIOS)- Skills, inventory, and stores, What's really careful for any game I only have one minor complaint: that it's paperback, so you need a bit of caution when handling it. But other than that so far it's
flawless. And the best feature is that it comes with a password for the free version of the E-Guide book, which can then be downloaded to your phone or tablet!!! How weird is that? This revolutionary feature means I can consult the leadership anywhere, anytime, without having to have it always with me physically (the book). All guides should have this
feature! Overall, so that costs the money I spent and I'm very happy with this guide! I highly recommend it for those who want to learn more about the game or the charming Yokai, in general! About Game Welcome to our guide to Yo-kai Watch, a game that has drawn many comparisons to Pokemon, which at first glance is a respectable comparison.
However, outside of the monster gathering aspect and it is aimed at kids, the two sets of games are very different and play almost nothing like that. The series isn't exactly huge outside Japan, where the series has a host of other media attached to it, including anime as well as a few spinoff games already. The premise of this manual will be to provide
detailed passage through the main history of the game, as well as post-game. In addition to this, all parties in the game will be covered, including requests, benefits, and even smaller like Yokai Cam. You will also be able to find a complete list of every Yokai in the game that will have seats and their favorite products shown. FlagView HistoryIGN Yo-kai Watch
Walkthrough will help you complete all 11 sections in the main story. This includes where to go and tips and defeat boss Yo-Kai during each plot quest. For more information on all yo-kai available in the game, including where to find them and what their favorite products are, see Yo-kai Medallium and tips and tricks pages. The time will automatically shift
from day to evening after a set amount of time in the game. Sleep at home in bed to instantly translate for a day or night. Some shops around the city will only be open during the day and they will refuel certain items every new day. Use most of the for food. Food is needed to make friends with Yo-kai. Use Eyepos to heal your Yo-kai instead of wasting food.
Explore trees, bushes, waterways and in many ways, even if the Yo-kai clock gauge isn't in the red. You may be able to catch some bugs or find some fish. You don't need to finish quests instantly. Take some time to complete the requests and benefits, and try befriending Yo-kai. In addition to the basic history of quests, requests and favors can be made
throughout the city, talking to people (and animals) with exclamation marks over their heads. Completing them will give you items, experiences, and possibly a new Yo-kai. Doing these quests will help you quickly align in case your Yo-kai is a little underwhelming for boss battles. Requests can only be completed once per game. The benefit can be ended
repeatedly. Repeatedly.
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